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Red Devil

As soon as the last morning fog rolls up on the horizon. Heated and slowly dissolved by the sunshine. The sky opens above my head. Like a big

blue eye.

The lanes of the road go down in a bend. Further on between two hills. Just as if they were strangling each other.

Spices

Mr Google explains: The piri-piri (Swahili for red devil) is a variety or cultivar of the chili pepper Capsicum frutescens. The Portuguese took

the pepper from Mozambique and Angola. A popular ingredient in Portugal’s national cuisine.

You must love it. Piri piri, no doubt. As well as those endless endings with infinite horizons. At least, if you want to value the Alentejo. Less

populated by people than goats and sheep. More cork oaks and olive trees than living souls.

Those unlimited plains, scattered olive groves here and there. To one person all of it works on the nerves. An other person becomes dreamy

of abandonment. Raw and unpolished. Unusually sweet in the spring. Dominated by the burning sun, in the summer. Every season an intense

peace and quiet.

Atmospheric

You will find sleepy places in the Alentejo. Between the vast desolation and stillness. Towns and villages incredibly charming. Dressed in

Moorish appearance, adorned by gleaming white houses.

They are more white than white, those Alentejan villages. The houses radiate towards you. Strips painted yellow or blue give a color accent.

Square or round chimneys on the roofs. A popular stopping place in the spring. From nesting storks that bring good luck.
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No impressive Portuguese architecture and culture in these regions. Besides simplicity and beautiful nature adorned by the pleasant national

character. Villages for tranquility.

Mercado

Perfect weather conditions hold this day in the grip. Thanks to the spotless blue firmament and a tingling sky. The landscape is slightly

sloping. Flowering meadows in all sorts of colors.

Market day in Sāo Teotonio. Youthful slackers, graying folk gardeners, day visitors. Furthermore, everyone fitting in between. During the

weekly market. Looking for entertainment and chicken piri-piri, a concept name in Portugal.
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Portuguese piri piri sauce served with chicken from the grill. Frango no Churrasco is a wildly popular dish among the Portuguese. Most

Portugal enthusiasts know everything about it. Except for us, in all those years. A confession, no, never tasted.

Guaranteed, you van eat the tastiest chicken piri-piri here, grandma Rita knows. We are not passionate meat eaters. Not at all, no principle

vegetarians. Simply fish lovers. Come on, after all one man's meat is another man's poison.
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Spicy

So, a second later she slipped away. Busy, busy in conversation. Near that red-haired chicken farmer. With that face in the color of cooked

lobster. The order goes through: Oito frango piri piri, se faz favor. Very curious how it tastes. To be surprised. Pure folklore, high time to

experience.

The Wilbur Scoville (1912) scale is a unit of measurement. From chili pepper and spicy sauces, I read. Hopeful, not too sharp? Reassured,

hoping that it's not too bad. Although, peppers score zero on this scale.

We find a dish spicy around 500-1000 on the Scale  of Scoville. That is low in relation to the

world's population, I understand. While piri-piri is a multiple.

Oops, this chicken turns out to be rather hot-tempered. He knows his stuff that reddish chicken farmer. A homen ruivo, in Portuguese.

Unmasked as a lifelike red devil.
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